This study examines the usefulness of common off the shelf compression software such as gzip in enhancing already existing summaries and producing summaries from scratch. Since the gzip algorithm works by removing repetitive data from a file in order to compress it, we should be able to determine which sentences in a summary contain the least repetitive data by judging the gzipped size of the summary with the sentence compared to the gzipped size of the summary without the sentence. By picking the sentence that increased the size of the summary the most, we hypothesized that the summary will gain the sentence with the most new information. This hypothesis was found to be true in many cases and to varying degrees in this study.
Introduction

The connection between text compression and multidocument summarization
A standard way for producing summaries of text documents is sentence extraction. In sentence extraction, the summary of a document (or a cluster of related documents) is a subset of the sentences in the original text (Mani, 2001) . A number of techniques for choosing the right sentences to extract have been proposed in the literature, ranging from word counts (Luhn, 1958) , key phrases (Edmundson, 1969) , naive Bayesian classification (Kupiec et al., 1995) , lexical chains (Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997) , topic signatures (Hovy and Lin, 1999) and cluster centroids (Radev et al., 2000) . Most techniques for sentence extraction compute a score for each individual sentence, although some recent work has started to pay attention to interactions between sentences. On the other hand, and particularly in multidocument summarization, some sentences may be redundant in the presence of others and such redundancy should lead to a lower score for each sentence proportional to the degree of overlap with other sentences in the summary. The Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) method (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) does just that.
In this paper, we are taking the idea of penalizing redundancy for multi-document summaries further. We want to explore existing techniques for identifying redundant information and using them for producing better summaries.
As in many areas in NLP, one of the biggest challenges in multi-document summarization is deciding on a way of calculating the similarity between two sentences or two groups of sentences. In extractive multi-document summarization, the goal is, on the one hand, to select the sentences which best represent the main point of the documents and, on the other, to pick sentences which do not overlap much with those sentences which have already been selected. To accomplish the task of sentence comparison, researchers have relied on stemming and counting n-gram similarity between two sentences. So, for example, if we have the following two sentences: "The dogs go to the parks" and "The dog is going to the park," they would be nearly identical after stemming: "the dog [be] go to the park," and any word overlap measure would be quite high (unigram cosine of .943).
In some ways, gzip can be thought of as a radical stemmer which also takes into account n-gram similarity. If the two sentences were in a file that was gzipped, the size of the file would be much smaller than if the second sentence were "A cat wanders at night." (unigram cosine of 0). By comparing the size of the compressed files, we can pick that sentence which is most similar to what has already been selected for the summary (high compression ratio) or the most different (low compression ratio), depending on what type of summary we would prefer.
On a more information theoretic basis, as Benedetto et al. observe (Benedetto et al., 2002a) , comparing the size of gzipped files allows us to roughly measure the distance (increase in entropy) between a new sentence and the already selected sentences. Benedetto et al. (Benedetto et al., 2002a ) find that on their task of language classification, gzip's measure of information distance can effectively be used as a proxy for semantic distance. And so, we set out to see if we could usefully apply gzip to the task of multi-document summarization.
Gzip is a compression utility which is publicly available and widely used (www.gzip.org). Benedetto et al. (Benedetto et al., 2002a) summarize the algorithm behind gzip and discuss its relationship to entropy and optimal coding. Gzip relies on the algorithm developed by Ziv and Lempel (Ziv and Lempel, 1977) . Following this algorithm, gzip reads along a string and looks for repeated substrings, if it finds a substring which it has already read, it replaces the second occurrence with two numbers, the length of the substring and the distance from that location back to the original string. If the substring length is greater than the distance, then the unzipper will know that the sequence repeats.
In our framework, we use an off-the-shelf extractive summarizer to produce a base summary. We then create a number of summaries containing precisely one more sentence than the base summary. If §¨ © § is the total number of sentences in the input cluster, and is the number of sentences already included in the base, there are §¨ § possible summaries of length sentences. One of them has to be chosen over the others. In this work, we compress each of the §¨ © § candidate summaries and observe the relative increase in the size of the compressed file compared to the compressed base summary. The basic idea is that sentences containing the most new information will result in relatively longer compressed summaries (after normalizing for the uncompressed length of the newly added sentence). We will discuss some variations of this algorithm in the next section.
There are two issues which must be kept in mind in applying gzip to problems beyond data compression. First, because of the sequential nature of the algorithm, compression towards the beginning of the file will not be as great as that later in the file. Second, there is a 32k limit on the length of the window that gzip considers. So, if "abc" appears at the beginning of a string, and then also appears 33k later (but nowhere in between), gzip will not be able to compress the second appearance. This means that our process is "blind" to sentences in the summary which happen 32k earlier. This could potentially be a drawback to our approach, but in practice, given realistic text lengths, we have not found a negative effect.
The impetus for our approach is (Benedetto et al., 2002a; Benedetto et al., 2002b ) who report on their use of gzip for language classification, authorship attribution, and topic classification. In their approach, they begin with a set of known documents. For each document, they measure the ratio of the uncompressed document to the compressed document. Then they append an unknown document to each known document cluster, and compress these new documents. Their algorithm then chooses whichever document had the greatest compression in relation to its original. As (Goodman, 2002) observes, using compression techniques for these tasks is not an entirely new approach, nor is it very fast. Nevertheless, we wanted to determine the efficacy of applying Benedetto et al.'s methods to the task of multi-document summarization.
Description of the method
The aim of this study was to determine if gzip is effective as a summarization tool when used in conjunction with an existing summarizer. We chose MEAD 1 , a public-domain summarization system, which can be downloaded on the Internet (Radev et al., 2002) . The version of MEAD used in this experiment was 3.07.
To produce a summary of a target length ! "
sentences, we perform the following steps:
1. First, get MEAD to create a summary of size sentences, where is specified in advance. This summary will be called the base summary.
2. Compress the base summary using gzip. Let 4. Compress all summaries using gzip.
5. Pick the summary that results in the greatest increase in size in F, where F is one of a number of metrics, as described in the rest of this section.
Example: if a cluster had five sentences total, and a user wanted to create a summary of one sentence from MEAD and one from gzip, then the program would start with the one sentence generated by MEAD and add each of the four remaining sentences to make a total of five extracts. Four of these extracts would have two sentences and one would have the one sentence created by MEAD. After these extracts have been created they are converted to summaries and the number of characters in each summary is calculated. Then the difference in length between the summaries with the one extra sentence and the original MEAD-only summary is computed and stored. The next step in the process is to gzip all of the summaries and compute the difference in size between the summaries with the extra sentence and the original MEADonly summary and store this change in size. After all these steps have been executed, we have a list of all possible sentences, the number of characters they contain and the size increase they produce after being gzipped with the rest of the summary. Based on this information, we can choose the next sentence in summary depending on which sentence increases the size of the gzipped summary the most or which sentence has the best size to length ratio.
We originally considered six evaluation metrics to use in this study. When choosing the next sentence for an existing summary, all possible sentences were added to the summary one at a time. For each sentence, the increase in length of the summary was measured and the increase in size of the gzipped summary was measured. From these two measurements we derived six policies. The top sizes policy picked the sentence which produced the greatest increase in the size of the summary when gzipped. The bot sizes policy picked the sentence which produced the smallest increase in the size of the summary when gzipped. The top lengths policy picked the sentence that increased the number of characters in the summary the most. The bot lengths picked the sentence that increased the number of the characters in the summary the least. The top ratios picked the sentence that had the greatest (size increase)/(length increase) and the bot ratios was the sentence that had the smallest (size increase)/(length increase). All policies except bot ratios, top lengths, and top sizes did not show promising preliminary results and so are not included in this paper. In addition, the top lengths policy does not really need gzip at all, and so it too is omitted from this paper. More information about the policies is given in the policies section.
The clusters used
We performed our experiments on a series of clusters. A cluster is a group of articles all pertaining to one particular event or story. There were a total of five such clusters, and the same set of tests was carried out on each cluster independently from the others. All of our tests were conducted on five different clusters of documents, referred to here as the 125 cluster, 323 cluster, 46 cluster, 60 cluster and 1018 cluster. The lengths of each of these clusters in sentences was 232, 91, 344, 150, and 134, respectively. Clusters with such diverse lengths were purposely chosen to determine if the quality of the summaries was in any way related to the length of the source material. The various articles were taken from the Hong Kong News corpus provided by the Hong Kong SAR of the People's Republic of China (LDC catalog number LDC2000T46). This paper contains 18,146 pairs of parallel documents in English and Chinese, in our case only the English ones were used. The clusters were created at the Johns Hopkins University Summer Workshop on Language Engineering 2002. Figure 1 shows a 5-sentence summary produced by MEAD from Cluster 125 of the HK News Corpus. The uncompressed length of this summary is 797 bytes whereas its size after gzip compression is 451 bytes.
An example
(1) To ensure broadly the same registration standards to be applied to all drug treatment and rehabilitation centres, Mrs Lo said the proposed registration requirements to be introduced for non-medical drug treatment and rehabilitation centres would be similar to those provisions of Ca.165 which currently apply to medical drug treatment and rehabilitation centres. Cluster 125 includes 10 documents with a total of 232 sentences. In our example, after five of them have already been included in the 5-sentence summary, there are still 227 candidates for the sixth sentence to include in a 6-sentence summary. As in the rest of the paper, we will be comparing summaries of equal length produced by two different methods, either (a) all sentences are chosen by MEAD, or (b) some sentences are chosen by MEAD and then the rest of the sentences until the target length of the summary are added by gzip. Figure 2 shows some statistics about these 227 sentences. Figure 3 contains the list of sentences included in the five-sentence base summary. Figure 4 shows the candidate sentences to be included by the different policies in their six-sentence extracts.
Experimental setup
To test the benefit of gzip in the summarization process, extracts were created using a combination of MEAD and gzip. These extracts contained pointers to the actual sentences that would be included in the summary, but not the sentences themselves. A number of extracts were created with varying amounts of sentences per extract. For these Figure 2: A subset of the 227 candidate sentences (from two documents out of a total of ten) to be included as sentence number six in a six-sentence summary. LENGTHORIG is the length in bytes of the summary, consisting of the original five MEAD-generated sentences plus this candidate sentence, before compression. SIZEORIG+1AFTGZ is the length in bytes of the compressed summary. DELTALENGTH is the difference in uncompressed length (which is also the length of the candidate uncompressed sentence). DELTASIZE is the change in compressed size. RATIO is equal to DELTASIZE divided by DELTALENGTH. extracts, the number of sentences contributed by MEAD was incremented by ten starting at zero and the number of sentences contributed by gzip was incremented from one to ten, on top of the MEAD sentences. So for any randomly chosens extract of size¨, §¨ © § 3 2 5 4 7 6 8 9 A @ C B
indicates the number of sentence contributed by gzip. So an extract of fifty-six sentences contains fifty sentences from MEAD and six from gzip. In this way, a total of 110 extracts were created for all clusters except Cluster 323, for which only 80 extracts were created because there were only 91 sentences total in that cluster. For clarification, the 110 sentence extract for each cluster contained 100 MEAD sentences and 10 sentences from the chosen gzip policy. The 10 sentence extract for each cluster contained 0 MEAD sentences and 10 sentences from the chosen gzip policy. In order to have a benchmark to compare the gzip modified extracts to, extracts containing an identical number of sentences were created using only MEAD, so a 110 MEAD extract has all of its sentences chosen by MEAD. Relative utility was run on all types of gzip extracts, as well as only MEAD extracts.
Evaluation methods
We use the Relative Utility (RU) method (Radev et al., 2000) to compare our various summaries. To calculate RU, human judges read through all sentences in a document cluster and then give scores, from 1 (totally irrelevant) to 10 (central to the topic) to each sentence based on their impression of the importance of each sentence for a summary of the documents. Each judge's score is then normalized by his or her other scores. Finally, for each sentence, the judges' scores are summed and normalized again by the number of judges. Then a final score is given for a summary by summing the utility score for each sentence which was in the summary and then factoring in the upper bound (highest utility scores given by the judges) and lower bound (utility scores from randomly chosen sentences). We use this method because, as (Radev et al., 2002) find, Precision, Recall, and Kappa measures as well as content-based evaluation methods are unreliable for short summaries (5%-30%) and especially in the task of multi-document summarization, where there are likely to be several sentences which would contribute the same information to a summary.
Results
Performance of Bot Ratios
When this project was in its initial stages, the ratios policy was designed in the hope that it would produce the highest quality sentences. However, it was not the bot ratios policy which was expected to succeed, but the top ratios. Top ratio sentences are ideally the sentences which provide the greatest increase in gzip size, for the smallest increase in summary length. Logically, these are the sentences that would appear to enhance the summary the most for the smallest cost. Bot ratio sentences are essentially the sentences which provide the greatest increase in summary length, for the smallest increase in size. In many cases, they are simply the longest sentences remaining to be used. The bot ratios policy was originally amongst the approved projects for youths-at-risk are the $2 .5 million proposal to be organised by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups featuring preventive education and guidance for 2 500 high-risk youths from primary and secondary schools , as well as from youth centres in Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing districts; and the $2 .3 million project by the Hong Kong Christian Service targeting at 3 000 youths-at-risk , including school drop-outs and unemployed young people , with a view to minimising their exposure to social and moral danger which could lead to substance abuse . ... Figure 5 : The sentence picked by each of the six policies to be the sixth sentence in the summary. The number in parentheses shows where in the summary this sentence will be added. For example, the first policy, bot lengths, would insert the short sentence "Anti-drug work poses challenge" between sentences 2 and 3 of the based fivesentence summary.
included in this study only to confirm our initial expectations that the sentence with the smallest (increase in size) / (increase in length) will not improve the summary a great deal. However, we were surprised to find that our expectations for this policy were false. Upon examining the experimental results, it was found that the bot ratios policy, which is essentially picking the longest sentence in most cases, actually outperformed the existing summarizer by a considerable margin. Although this policy does not prove anything about the use of gzip in summarization, the surprising nature of its performance is certainly worth noting. Figure 6 shows scores for summaries created using bot ratios, top sizes and scores for summaries created using only MEAD. Figure 6: Average Relative Utility Scores
As is indicated in Figure 6 , gzip's bot ratios policy outperformed MEAD by a significant margin in Cluster 323. There is an explanation for these scores which takes into account the fact that the top sizes policy had a lower score than MEAD for this cluster. In a cluster of documents, many of the short sentences are the most repetitive ones, usually simply stating the event that occurred or subject of the document and not containing any extraneous information. Most often it is the longer sentences which provide the extra information which makes for rich summaries. Since the ratio being used in this evaluation is size/length, many of the smaller sentences may have been eliminated from being chosen because of reasons mentioned above. This leaves only the longer sentences to choose from. Since the length of most sentences is far greater than the size increase when gzipped, it makes sense that most remaining sentences would have very low ratio scores. In a larger cluster, many of the sentences subsume each other since there are so many similar sentences, but in a small cluster such as 323 there is a great deal less subsumption. If gzip is picking sentences based on the bot ratios policy, normally it would pick many sentences that were very similar because the bot ratios policy relies on a greater sentence length as criteria for selection and the small change in gzip size provided by similar sentences would only lower the ratio for a potential sentence even more. However, since there is less repetition in a small cluster, the bot ratios policy ends up picking sentences which are more different from each other than in a larger cluster. These findings are quite surprising and do not agree with our expectations. The ratio policies were intended to balance the fact that larger sentences will obviously contain more information. The bot ratios relative utility scores however indicated that choosing larger sentences resulted in better summaries, with the exception of the 125 cluster. This contradicts the view that the sentence with the greatest increase in gzip size is better suited for a summary. The possible reasons for this contradiction are discussed in the next section. Figure 7 shows the size of each cluster in sentences and indicates whether the top sizes policy performed better than the bot ratios policy. 46  344  equal  60  150  top sizes  125  232  top sizes  323  91  bot ratios  1018 134 bot ratios Figure 7 : Best Policy vs. Cluster Size
Clusters and their sizes
Cluster Length Better Policy
One of the reasons that the bot ratios policy outscored the top sizes policy in two out of five clusters may be that the sample size in the clusters in which bot ratios outperformed top sizes was not large enough. This is illustrated by examining Clusters 125 and 46. In these clusters, the top sizes policy and bot ratios policy were either virtually identical or top sizes outperformed the bot ratios by a considerable margin. It is worth noting that Cluster 46 was by far the largest used in this study at 344 sentences and Cluster 125 was the second largest at 232 sentences. The third largest was Cluster 60 with 150 sentences, in which top sizes also beat bot ratios. The fact that the top sizes policy outscored the bot ratios in these clusters indicates that although in smaller clusters, a larger length indicates a better candidate due to decreased repetition, in a large cluster the sentences with larger length are quite repetitive and picking a sentence based on gzipped size is far more effective for summarization.
This principle is illustrated on a smaller scale when examining the 46 cluster. In the first fifty extracts, the gzip bot ratios policy outscores the top sizes policy forty times. However, in the last 60 extracts, bot ratios outscored top sizes a mere five times. This indicates that early on the sentence with the longest length contains the most useful information, but as the size of the extract increases, the longer sentences start to become repetitive and therefore decrease the quality of the extract. One solution to this disparity between large and small clusters would be to alter how sentences are chosen based on cluster size or the size of the existing summary. If the cluster or summary was a small one, first all the sentences with the top lengths would be grouped, and of those the sentence with the highest gzip size would be chosen. If the cluster or summary was large, the sentence could be chosen on gzip size alone. Figure 8 is a table indicating scores for both policies and MEAD for this first and last ten sentences of each cluster. For all the clusters with the exception of 125, our hypothesis was correct. The top sizes method was better in the larger last extracts and the bot ratios prevailed early on in the small 1-10 sentence extracts.
Initial Size and RU Scores
Since the sentence that the gzip top sizes policy chooses is based on the amount of information that already exists In four out of five cases (Figure 8 ), the top sizes policy behaved as it should have, increasing performance with increasing size. In the one case of cluster 60 where the performance over MEAD actually decreased as size of extract increased, it should be noted that MEAD improved more in this cluster than any other cluster. So although the top sizes policy still improved with regard to extract size, it could not improve as quickly as MEAD in that one cluster.
Conclusion
Overall, there were many instances when gzip outperformed MEAD. These mainly occurred after the first ten sentences because for the first ten sentences gzip had very little preliminary data to use in choosing the next sentence. Figure 11 lists how many times each policy beat MEAD after the first ten sentences of each cluster and the number of times that MEAD beat both gzip policies. Figure 11: Frequency of higher gzip scores
The general trend was that both gzip policies out performed MEAD in medium length summaries between 20-60 sentences. Furthermore, the top sizes policy outperformed MEAD more so in large summaries usually with 100+ sentences.
A note on performance. Although theoretically interesting, our method is too slow for practical use in fast paced summarization systems. It takes time roughly proportional to the size, N of the summary desired. The bottleneck in this process is of course, the gzipping process.
Future Work
These results indicate that gzip can be used to enhance summaries or even produce large summaries from scratch. One metric lacking in our measurements is that of subsumption. If subsumption data were available for each of the clusters used, it would most likely favor gzip summaries as being more accurate because the gzip algorithm is designed to remove the very repetitiveness which subsumption measures. Further work remains to be done on other clusters of various sizes and redundancy as well as with other summarization metrics, such as content based metrics (cosine, overlap, longest-common substring, etc.). Nevertheless, we have established the potential benefits for applying gzip to the task of multidocument summarization.
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